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Productlou crews keep busy preparing the nightly ~'ldahoReports"program.

Photo by Kathleen Kohlwey.

Lights, camera, action!
From {Idaho Reports' to {Sesame Street', ](All) serves Idaho

'IDAHO'
S
,staffsin

PUBUC'TELBVIslONNETWORK The half-hour show allowscoverage of a
BOise,M,OscO,
w,'and Pocatello subject that would' get only a -few minutes' by Edith Decker
discuss ideas for upcoming "Idaho
on a regular,commerciarnewscast. '(What.
The University News
Reports" programs in a daily tele- is really involved is who would this (issue) --------.,.-------phone conference.call. "Idaho Reports" is affect, why would it affect; them and the
Internshipsavailable
the 13~montholdm-depthnews program of pros and cons,"saysMcNell'...
i "
",,'
' "", .:
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""' :All~iwm~~~~~glt::~ll:?;~:
,:-,::~:~~ef.rYto'gatherjhe;ii&Jtt;peoJ#~Jet>·::,;,:,,;pjf;r~;~.;sev.~al,;"~tu~.~J;1tJn~~mships
ChanneI4.,:
:':, '., ,'..
the viewers hear their Views,"shesays.
' available' at KAID in three basic areas;
The nation's smallest television news
'Although the, staff attempts to, schedule'
produetionassistant,
. promotion and
program, staff, with orily ten full- and show topics two weeks in advance, -the'
development and other, miscellaneous inpart-time employees manages to cover timetable is always changing to keep .up . ternships.
subjects of state-wide significance on a with the timely material.
'''Anyhody
can apply,': says station
nightly basis. The topics chosen vary with
Discussionsare taped live for airing at a
manager Bob Pyle, "although the number
the issues that predominate the news.
later time. Unless there is a major technical
of internships is limited."
'
.The show moves itself to the Capitol problem, you seeit as it happened.
Preference for internships is given 'to
building each January to start "a daily'
BSU communications students, although
report on the happenings of the legis- Futuristic setting
they have been given to others. KAID takes
lature," says "Idaho Reports" producer,
on three or four interns at a time.
Jean McNeil.:
Boise's local outlet of the Public Broad"We're not limited to interns just from
The regular format of the show contains casting, Service, KAID daily turns out
BSU," Pyle says. Consideration is given
film clips to set the stage for a discussion by instructional and entertainment programs.
first to BSU students, but internships have
specialists in that field. The discussion is Viewerscan 'explore Sesame Street or Wall
also been given-tohigh school students and
mediated by Marc Johnson.
Street - all emanate from the station
others.
The show started as "The Reporters" in downstairs in the library building.
Production assistant internships involve
1978 with coverage of local issues. Later,
Halls lined with canned tapes, rooms
camera operation, research and editing.
the idea of one story being discussed with entire walls covered with small
ProI1)otionand development internships
=====~=
....
c'
in-depth. was incorporated into theshows ,television .screens, a control panel remiinvolve. organizing fundraising activities
format and in September" 1982 "Idaho
niscent of an "Airplane" film and.suddenly
and volunteers.
Reports" was born.
cit all comes to life. Tapes turn. Beepers,
The area of internshipsatKAID
is'
"Our thought at the time was that we rhythmically sound. Digital counters whiz 'involved in some controversy, however.
neither could nor wanted to compete with. along with their unknown 'calculations.
Sue Quost, a promotion and development
the local news," says McNeil. "We wanted This is the sceneduring-anaverage shooting
intern insists she is a "happy intern".
to givethem (the viewers)something new."
dayatKAID,channel4.
,.
Former production intern Brian -Dyas
, '
claims that "there isa limit on student
involvementto such a point that it's boring
for students:"
.
.,
Dyas claims that. he and other interns
lacked "hands-0l\...~cess_", to more
complicatedequipmCh,. -"Stu~lio work is
just too,simplistic,"he says.
KAID, as an independant, separate state
organization is under no legal obligation to
':provide internships to BSU,students.
Becauseof regulations dealing with some
. equipment,Py,lesays he can't train interns
on complicated equipment.
. "There's a lot more thlltcould be taught,
but I just don't have the staff,"lldds Pyle.
r.
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'Keiser: sees changes
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'Joe Hero' stars in rare 3..D comic
Lookout Mighty Mouse, Superman and
Captain 3-0. Here comes Joe Hero, alias
. V-Man ina 3-0 comic book produced .by
BSU. The three dimensional novelty, the
first of its kind.to come off the presses in
more than 13 years, has been marketed
nationally and iSdlow available at the BSU
Bookstore for $3a copy, Includingglasses.
~"The Adventures of Joe Hero, Alias
V-Man" will also be included in the
award-winning: student literary magazine,
"cold-drill," due on bookstore shelves in
March 1984.
'
Because of the resurgence of 3-D and the
popularity of certain 'sections of past
editions of the loose-leaf boxed magazine;
founder and faculty advisor .to the 1984
. edition, Tom Trusky, decided the comic
strip had national selling potential. Fortunately, he was right and orders have been
pouring in from all across' the country in
response to the ads placed in several
magazines.
Trusky, ,an associate. professor
of
English, "discovered" the comic strip more
than 2 years ago when former BSU student
Marie Guise drew the one dimensional
version for an art class she was taking.
The idea to turn 'Guise's work into three
dimensions arrived 'at the Trusky household
last Christmas as he and his wife; Tara,
were trying to, find an inexpensive way of
sending out Christmas-greetings. Trusky hit
upon the idea of a mimeographed letter and
drawings in the traditional red and green
colors ..
"Tara drew our cats and us twice, once
in red, once in green, slightly overlapping
the drawings," said Trusky. The Truskys
then bought red and green cellophane to
make glasses which were included in the
holiday greetings.
"One cat's eye was great 3-D. My beard
and my wife's face were 2-D and the rest
was dudsville," he said. "But it gave me the
idea to put Marie's comic strip into ,a:3-0
comic book."
.

'.

The 3.d novelty Is the first of its kind to come off the presses In 13 years.
Since it was clear to Truskythat he didn't
know what he was doing, he turned the
entire project over to Sally Spiker, the
director of BSU Printing and Graphic
Services. Since Spiker had, never worked
with 3-0 either, they sent a plea off to
Hal Morgan, the author of "Amazing
3-D," and received specific instructions on
the mechanical aspects of creating a three
dimensional effect:
.
"I just assumed all, 3-0 glasses are the
same," said Spiker. "But it didn't take me
nearly as long lll\lthought
it would to
reassemble i~;" .. } .c"
" .:'.'
3-0 has been around since 1838 when Sir

Charles Wheatstone invented the' stereoscope which allowed viewers to see specially
drawn pictures in-a crude version of 3-D.
During the 1870's, 3-0 viewers became the
rage, but it was 1922 before the first 3-0
feature film was produced. "The Power of
Love" was the beginning of the craze which
lasted throughout
the 1950's. Mighty
Mouse was first produced in 3-0 in July
1953 to lead the way in three dimensional
comics. Prior to the "cold-drill spin-off",
as Trusky refers to' the sections of the
magazine which can be purchased separately, the iast 3-0 co~icattemptc;dwas
in 1970
by Krupp Comic Works.'
" ..
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Author begins move tosilver screen
oa

Robert Parker, who spoke in the Boisean
Lounge Thursday night as part of the
Writers and Artists Series, is best known as
a writer of detective fiction and creator of
A,pplications for,' the PolitiCal Sci~tice
Spenser, a Boston private eye.
Legislative 'Internship Program
'being,
Spenser, Parker's flip, witty, but often
taken, throughM9ndaYi
uet; 31;-~nyone:
compassionate hero, was introduced in
. interested in serving aful}.:or· :half~tiine .
1973, when The Godwulj Manuscript was
. internship wlth'theldaho
St~te Leg~lature .
published. Parker wrote that book after he .
. Spnng Semester should contac; Dr. J:)ennis .'
decided to give up his career as a professor
. Donogh~eat ~he Political Sci~nceCenter, .
of English at Northeastern University.
127SBrady,St~"
'..' •...
.. ,:,'
A string of successful books has fol'··'.Applicantsshould
bel1l'per'
pi~sion
lowed,
most featuring private investigator
.•students with good ,GP A ,and bave either
Spenser. Parker's latest project, though,
'completedPoliticai
~cl.enceiOl.AIDeiican'·
may temporarily" change his status as. a
. Natiortal Government;,. or 1';8.·102;· Sfate
LOcalGovenurientbYJ~Ua.ryi'
19,84.:, writer of novels.
Wilderness (not 'a Spenser book), a
psychological saga of a man's and woman's'
~'.discovery of courage, is going to be made
into a movie, and Parker has been chosen
as screenwriter.
•
The rights to the book were originally
purchased in 1978 by Michael Phillips,'.
producer of Close Encounters of the Third
Kind. After contracting .two unsuccessful
screenplays, Phillips asked Parker whether
he would be willing to do the project."
Parker agreed to a four-draft contract
and finished the first draft in just ten days ..
When books are made into movies, the
movie version often will differ from the
book, Parker said.
"Creative control resides in the hands of
those who have the. money," Parkersaid,
adding that everyone from the producer to
the star has "some changes they'd like to
see."
Two other Parker books are being
adapted for television. One of those is his
award.winning novel "Early Autumn."
Parker. warned, however, that "a good
book doesn't guarantee a good movie, and
vice-versa."
The two movies will be produced by
Mike, Farrell, of thetelevisit>n
series
M.A.S.H.Unforturtately,
Parkers.aid,
Farrell also will, play Spenser .
, •
..
If the. '£movies
do
well,.
he.said
..
a
,series
';'~
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Detective fiction writer Robert Parker offered tips on writing during his lecture.

~.'t','\ ~'. _"'.' ". 'i. ~~_.~
,'

will be considered. Parker referred to the
money to be made from a television series
as "unspeakable."
,
Parker concluded his discussion
of
Hollywood by saying that it isa small,
friendly community, and that "it's fun to
go to Hollywood, as Iong as you're not too
serious about it,"
.
Parker said he tries to write five pages a
day,andthat
a writer should always set a
quota and stick to it. Parker also said that
it's a good ideafor a writer to stop when
he's doing , well, because .it gives.' him
something to pick up later. ~'Writing isn't
very hard, but iris ajob just like anything
eJse." hesai~,
".;
.'.',

"".,..
""~ ,,' "~.'
•.;',;.;'.~

An outline is also important, according
to Parker, who said that "it (the outline)
may take a month, and after it's finished
you may never look at it again, but it's nice
to know it's there."
'
For .'writers who are trying to get a
manuscript published, Parker said that an'
agent isn't necessary, but can be helpful.
Houghton-Mifflin
had, already' agreed to
publish The Godwul/ Manuscript before he
started looking for an agent, Parker said,
Parker had good news for Spenser fans.
Valediction, a new Spenser novel, is done, .
'andanoth,ernovel
is in'the planning stages ..
And who knows, Parker said, Spenser may
..... show.upin Bo~someday.>
''';,''.(l';'~._l.H''
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Dr. Charles Lauterbach, chairman of the
theanedepartment
and co-author of the
Theatre Referendum, talked to The University News reporter Josephine Jones
about his life in the theatre at BSU.
Q: Wbiat degrees do yC)u han and where
did yODearn them!
A: I have a Bachelor of Arts and a Master
of Arts degree (in Theatre Education) from
the University of Colorado. I taught high
school for a couple of years after I finished
my Bachelor's degree. I worked on my
Master's and after I finished my Master's, I
went to Michigan State University in East
Lansing, Mich. and I received my PhD
there. I've had minors in English in all three
of my degrees so I have an equivilant of an
undergraduate major. I worked five years
for the Colorado Shakespeare festival at
the University of Colorado. I was part of
the "pioneer spirit" there.
Q: What did JOU do with the Shakespeare
Jestival!
A: I was mainly a technician and an actor. I
carried dead bodies off the stage a lot. I was
also a fencing coach when I was a little
thinner •.. I choreographed major fights for
Hamlet, Macbeth, Henry IV. Q: Did yODhave any favorite roles?
A: I think the best part I ever played was
one of the clowns in "A Midsummer
Night'S Dream". I played the wall in a
piece of business that got applause every
time I did it.
Q: Why did you decide to teach?
A: When I went to the University of
Colorado, I was enrolled as a pre-med

you can dream any dream.'

major and then I got involved in a play
again because Mr. Jerry Turner was there
working on a Master's degree 'and all the
major actors bad been grabbed up for a
major 'production, so I got to be in his
thesis show.
I was just kind of interested. But I went
to see this production the rust semester,
"St. Joan" by Shaw, and it was a very
interesting show. I was so completely
moved by the performance that I figured "I
don't want to be in medicine-I want to do
something more exciting!" It seemed to me
that this was the thing to do and I've been
hooked ever since, unfortunately, but I've
enjoyed every moment of it.
Q: Why "unfortunatelY"?
A: Oh, I suppose, that ... my father still
wants to know when I'm going to get a
"real" job. You're not supposed to enjoy
yourself. I've always found that it (theatre)
mirrors all of life. You can get your hands
dirty painting scenery and you get to mess
with electricity ... and optics. We have our
hands on microcomputers, we have microcomputer boards in lighting systems. We're
trying to get a microcomputer delivered to
the department so we can become computer
literate. We are going to add programs in
our department that will be involved with
special software that are written for theatre
applications. It will deal with costume
inventories, scheduling, that sort of thing.
We find that the training for the theatre
arts people enables them to be very good at
interpersonal relationships and very good
at meeting deadlines. Those going into

~

Dr. Cbarles Lauterbach recently directed
the BSU production of Arthur Miller's
Death 0/ a Salesman.
directing should be able to handle multifaceted projects with all kinds of time-lines
for things that come together to form a
finished project.
Theatre is the kind of things where you
dream any dream. However, it's
measured in feet and inches, paid for in
dollars and cents and opens at 8:15 p.m,
Q: Why did you propose the Tbeatre
Refereudum? Wbat does it mean to the
tbeatre department and the students?
A: Well, perhaps because its time had

can
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10.16em
2A1 kilograms
Stride:
6.35em
Length:
20.32 em
Best Clocking: _ Broke the
3 minute meter
(3/20/81)

THE WORLD FAMOUS

COORS UGIIT RACING TIJKfLE
TAKES ON ALL-COMERS

come. I'felt it was very important that the
theatre deaprtment. (especially with the
Morrison Center and some other things
that are happening that befits an emerging
urban institution) .have a secure financial
basis. The studentgovemment
has been
very nice to the theatre department. In turn
I think we have honestly always turned out
a very good product and always kept
excellent books. We think that the money
has been extremely well spent.
The Theatre Arts Department
as a
department and production group wasn't a
"club" and so we were in violation (of the
ASBSU funding Criteria). As the student
government faced. its problems they had
given us budgets at various levels. We once
had funding as high as $18,000. We were
once reduced down to almost $7,000.
In those days we had to pick shows that
we knew were absolutely
box office
smashes and we were more or less in
competition with the Boise Little Theatre in
doing comedies and the like-whiCh is fine
entertainment-but,
a university theatre
has other obligations beyond that.
We're entertainment firstc--but I believe
we should be the place that produces things
like Mother Courage, we should be the
place that presents Arthur Miller. We
should be a place where Shakespeare is
done. In addition to the entertainment
shows, we have to be a place where we can
affort to take risks and experiment.
We have been forced to a commercial
theatre for G number of years. There have
been no less than 6 or 7 different ways of
funding the theatre arts program in the
department in 12 years and there needed to
be a kind of stabilizingintluence.
Once upon a time we had the ability to let
all students come to productions free just
because they had paid for it in.their fees.
When our budgets were cutback we had
to add on a $1.50 and now a $2 charge in
order to insure that our budgets were
adequate. We start the year not knowing
exactly how much money we will have at
the end. We have commitments to students
for work that they do for the department.
If we ever had a disaster we might not be
able to pay the students who had earned the
money. So there were a lot of different
reasons for the Theatre Referendum.
I sincerely believe that with free tickets
we'll get more students coming to shows.
We're really not interested in making
money at the box office, we're a subsidized
theatte. We have a better reason to be a
theatre. We have a reason to be a better
and wider appeal to students. We have at
least eliminated the economic arguement of
not attending theatre because, although it
will cost the student $2 a year if they attend
both semester, that's the equivalent of one
single student admission for any production.
_
So you only have to go to one show a
year and there's hardly a movie that you
can to go for that. And so I think that was a
very important thing. As somebody said
that works in the student union, "Its
looking Iike a winning situation
for
everybody."
And I found out that the referendum
passed by 80.2 percent of the people voting
so we're very happy with it.
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KAID-------continued fromlront

page
by. Edith Decker

:ue p()sitiveste~s
which are. going to
Improve everybody's operations," Keiser
says.
,
. As Keiser plans it, "KAIDwill routinely
hire faculty members and make certain that
we employ a number of people as joint
employees. of KAID and the communications .department to make certain that
internships and other responsibilities in.the
TV station are improved."
.
.Keiser also mentioned the possibility in
the future of adding internships at local
commercial television and radio stations.

The University News
The Office or: Continuing Education
offers telecourses which combine textbook
assignments .and professorial'. assistance
with a television show aired on KAID, the
Public Broadcasting Station for Boise.
These telecourses are open to the general
public and carry regular college credit. BSU
full-time students may take telecourses free
of charge while part-time students pay
$48.50 per credit.
Students sign up for courses at regular
registration or they may register by mail.
Currently, four telecourses are being
offered by BSU during the Fall semester: '
,"Vietnam: A Television History," "The
Art of Being Human," "Understanding
Human Behavior,"
and "Focus
On
Society."
All telecourses, are worth two credits
each.
.
The shows are repeated and taped to put
on file in the library.
Of the 149 students now enrolled in BSU .
telecourses, 85 are enrolled in the Vietnam

System is statewide
KAID is part of a system which includes
Idaho State University in Pocatello and the
University of Idaho in Moscow. The system
was set up by the 1982 legislature to link
and coordinate the previously independent,
college-based stations.
Legislative money is paid to KAID to air
instructional programs, while other funding sources, such as the upcoming' 'annual

explains that 'PBS offers ten or twelve
shows to choose from as transmitted trom a:
satel1ite. He and his colleagues watch a few
minutes of each to choose the three or four
which they will ask for. "We took the ones
that looked the most interesting to us," he
says.
.
"Personally, I like to see things that
aren't a regular part of the curriculum," he
adds.
The Office of Continuing Education
pays a per-student fee to KAID for the
telecourse service.

course taught by Dr. Robert Sims.
,
Dr. Sims says that the Vietnam course is
an average telecourse. "I try to balance
between. the written and televised mater"
ials," he says ..
This course requires two textbooks.
.Essay exams are sent by mail to students
and must be returned within a week.
Students are given' a syllabus at registration. They are. asked to complete their
reading assignments before each telecast
and then watch the program.
Arthur Eichlin, telecourse co-ordinator,

kinko's copiczs
675 Capital Dlvd.
Dolse • Idaho
3<42-7995

Mon .. Thurs. 6·9
Sun 11-4
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ChevyChase and his partners are arms dealers.
They sell second-rate weapons to third world nations.

Picking the best shot for "Idaho Reports"
by viewing several screens at once. Photo
by Kathleen Kohlwey..,
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auction, is used for other programming.
The auction, running November 6-12 is
sponsored-rby: a separate organization,
"The Friends of 4."
KAID'sprogramming,
overseen by
Myron Tlsdel includes two parts: the
instructional programs such as telecourses
and children's programming, and entertainment programming such as movies and
specials.
For the most part, instructional tele-vision is aired before 4 p.m. on weekdays,
while the other programs air after 4 p.m,
and on weekends.

Tool Mart
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'But they're not out to stick it to anyone.
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We

Buy

3701 Overland
343~1914

Tools
5179.00 set

4 draw tap box 3 draw roll away

Complete Volkswagen Sf!rrli,C'~'i:(,
Since 1963
',,' ~i

_

$2995

Tune-Up Special

Includes ~9rts & Labor
Jeff's Volkswagen spe¥o,lt,i~;-'
4433Adams'

CIIEVY CHASE
SIGOURNEY WEAVER 'GREGORY inNES
AWILLIAM FRIEDKINFILM .. AS1'EYE.TISCH~JONAvNET PRODUCTION. - - ....
. .,.
. .IN ASSOCIATION WITH BUD YORKINPRODUCTIONS
"DEAL OF THE CENTtJRY" Music by ARTHURB. RlJBINSlEIN
Executive Producers JON AVNET,SlEVE TISCH, PAULBRICKMAN
Produced by BUD YORKIN Written by PAUL BRICKMAN Directed by WILLIAM FRIEDKIN

376·4686

Gorden city, Idaho
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GRAN.T'STRU<:K & CAR,STOP
~omplet~ menu24 hrs.
Tryus for an after hour treat
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8p~fu. DiamondHead, Chariton Hes~
ton, Yvette MimieuX, George Chakiris. A
_powerful Hawaiiari plantation owner tries
- to prevent his> sister's marriage' to a
half-breed Hawaiian native, KTRV-12.

Calendar
rr

Friday, Oct. 18
,
10 p.m, Vietnam: A Television,History,
.. America Takes Charge (1965-1967),"
KAID-4.

Thursday, October 27

.
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opening night for A Little Night Music,
300 Main St., Tickets are $5 general,$4.50
Saturday, Oct. 19
students and senior citizens. Curtain time is
8 p.m, WildAmerica, "Owls - Lords of
8:15 p.m.
Folk music concert, Dick Gaughan, 720 ' Darkness," Rare close-up films of these shy
and mysterious nocturnal hunters, KAID-4
W. Washington St., af 8 p.m, Tickets are
10:30 p.m, Marlowe; James Garner.
$4 general, $3 for children, senior citizens
Private detective Philip Marlowe is hired by
and Idaho Folklore Society members.
a g~rl to find her missing brother, KAID-4.
Art Exhibit, Sam Francis, abstract
expressionist painter, at the Art Attack
Sunday, Oct. 30
Gallery, 409 S. 8th St., through Dec. 10,
2 p.m, Sabrina, Humphrey Bogart,
Free.
Audrey Hepburn, William Holden. A
modern-day Cinderalla story, in which a
chauffer's daughter becomes involved with
both of her employer's sons, KTRV-12.
SPB Film, Panlque, a French thriller,
T p.m. The Giulini Concerts, Carlo
Ada Lounge. SUB. 7 p.m, F:ree.
Maria'
Giulini conducts the Los' Angeles
Jazz Concert,
BSU jazz ensemble,
Philharmonic, performing Verdi, KAID-4.
SPEC, 8:15 p.m.
8 p.m, Annie Hall, Woody Allen, Diane
YWCA Children's Spookhouse, 720 W.
Keaton, Tony Roberts. Story of a freeWashington St., noon to 8 p.m., through
wheeling, self-deprecating funny man who
Ifalloween, admission $1 per child or 75
. searches for the truth about his on-again,
cents each for groups of 15 or more.
off-again affair with a beautiful young
Country-rock gospel concert, Lampert
woman who isasemotion:illy bent ashe is,
Hall, 308 E. 36th st., Garden City, 7 p.m.
KTRV-12.
Tickets are $3.50 with children under 12

Friday ,October 28

admitted free.
Talent Show applications due. Screening on Oct. 31. Applications available at
the Union Station.
Faculty Art Reception, BSU Museum of
Art, first floor, Liberal Arts Building, 8
p.m., open to the public. Free.

Monday, Oct. 31
8 p.m, Bullitt, Steve McQueen, Robert
Vaughan, Jaqueline Bissett. A police
officer is assigned to protect a criminal
testifying against the Mafia. The man is
killed, and the investigation of his murder
turns up some shocking facts, KTRV-12.

Saturday, October 29
.Stamp Exhibit, Big Four Room, SUB, 10
a.m, to 7 p.m., throughout Oct. 30. Free.
Idaho Theatre for Youth, closing night,
Little Naked Bird,' for children ages 3-5.
Tickets are $1.75. Curtain at 11 a.m, Also,
Phantom Watch: A Ghost Story, for
children ages 5-12. Tickets are $2.50 and
curtain time is at 3 p.m.

Tuesday, Nov. 1
8 p.m, Nova, "Anthropology
KAID-4.
Wednesday, Nov. 2
9:30 p.m, Chile KAID-4.

on Trial,"

Ten Years After,

Sunday, October 30
Guitar concert, SPEC, 8:15 p.m., tickets
$3 adults, $1 senior citizens, students and
BSU personnel. Proceeds to go to BSU
guitar society.
Stamp exhibit, Big Four Room, SUB, 10
a.m, to 5 p.m. Free.

Monday, October 31
Halloween
Faculty Art Show, BSU art gallery, first
floor liberal arts building; through Nov. 22.
Free.
Homecoming Talent Show auditions, 3
p.m., SUB Ballroom.

Tuesday, November 1

I

Toilet Bowl, intramural football game,
Greeksvs. Chaffee Hall All-Stars, north
lawn of SUB, 5:30 p.m.
Boise Poet, Jack L. Hoffman reading his
work, Boise Public Library Auditorium, 8
p.m. Free.
BSU Orchestra Concert, SPEC, 8: 15
p.m., tickets $4 general, $2 non-BSU
students and senior citizens. BSU students
free.

'Wednesday, November 2
Carnival and Dance, music by the Braun
Brothers, Old gym, carnival 7 to 10 p.m.,
dance 8 to 11 p.m. Free.
Running CUnic, Don zaph, Bannock
Room, SUB, 8 to 10 p.m.
Accounting Lecture, "Opportunities for
Women in Accounting,"
Korri Hall,
Partner-Fox and Co., Lookout, SUB, 7
p.m.

Top,tube

"

Thursday, Oct. 17
~ 8 ,'.p.m. ,The Man Who Loved
Dancing, Burt Reynolds,
George Hamilton, KAIDf;'

Cat

Thursday, October 17
5:00 p.m, Afterwork Special, The Police,
Live and Unknown, a creation of Robb
campbell, KBSU-FM, 91.3.
8:00 p.rn. History 0/ Country Music, 3
hrs., airs Monday-Thursday,
through
October, KGEM-AM, 1140.
Friday,
. 5:00
Hiatt,
9:00

October 18
p.rn. Afterwork

Special, John
Two Bit Monster, KBSU-FM, 91.3.
p.m, BBC Concert Series,Joboxers,
Kissing the Pink, KBSU-FM, 91.3.
Sunday, October 30
11:00 p.m. all the Record Special, Elvis
Costello, 1 hr. KBBK-FM, 92.
Monday, October 31
5:00 p.m, Afterwork Special, Romeo
Void, Bene/actor, KBSU-FM, 91.3.

Tuesday, November 1
, 5:00 p.m. Afterwork' Special, Traffic,
Mr. Fantasy; KBSU-FM, 91.3.
Wednesday, NoveIDber2
5:00 p.m. Afterwork Special, The Band,
,Music/rom BigPink, KBSU-FM,91.3.

stage .' ,
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Bouquet: David Laflamme and the
Beautiful Day Band
Crazy Horse: Crosstown Rivals
PengUly's: Suzi Markley and the Hired
Hands
.
Red Lion Downtowner: OoLaLa
Rusty Harpoon: Rockwell
Sandpiper: Class and Cain
Tom Gralney's: John Hansen and Rich
. Brotherton
Tub Pub: Visitor'
Whis!:tey River: Fanatic

Guitar society concert
Members of BSU's Guitar Society will
perform a benefit concert Sunday, Oct. 30, at
8: 15 p.m, in the SPEC.
Admission will be $3 for adults, $1 for senior
citizens, students and BSU personnel. All
proceeds will go toward the society's scholarship
fund.
Leading off the program will be a guitar
ensemble performance of "La Shy Myze" and
"Coranto," directed by Joseph Baldassarre.
. Both students and faculty members will perform
classical and modern works during the evening.
Baldassarre also will perform Robert
Dowland's "Coranto #7" and John Dowland's
"Fortune" on the renaissance lute.
James Hopper, clarinet, and George
Thomason and Christine Smith, guitars, will
,join for a performance of the modern selections
"Lights and Shadows" by Di~ Gillespie and
Charlie Parker's "Diverse. "
Closing the performance will be John Hansen
and Rich Brotherton playing "Dixie Hoedown" .
and "Bye Bye Blues."

Casper's Spookhouse
designed for kids
The YWCA will present afour-day Casper's
Spookhouse for children 10 years and under,
Oct. 28-31.
Attended by almost 1,400 children and 800
adults last year, the spookhouse will f~ture
cartoons, games and treats at the YWCA
building at 720 W. Washington St.
While most spookhouses in the community
are too scary for the "younger" set, the YWCA
program is designed just for children, with fun,
not fright, in mind. '
The spook house will be open Friday and
Saturday from noon to 8 p.m., Sunday from 1-5
p.rn., and on Halloween from 10 a.rn-B p.m.
Admission is $1 per child, with a discount
price of 75 cents each for groups of 15 or more.
All proceeds benefit the YWCA Women's
and Children's Crisis Center.
Call 343,3688 for further information.

Str~rig-Quartet recital ,
The Philadelphia String Quartet will perform
in recital in the SPEC on Nov. 7 at 8 p.m.
Tickets are $6 general admission, $3 for BSU
students.
Members ofthefamed Northwest group are
(left to right) founders Irwin Eisenberg, violin,
and Alan Iglitzin, viola, and new members
Roger Lebow, cello, and Karen Iglitzin, violin.
The quartet is also scheduled to give master
classes on Nov. 6 and Nov. 8, in addition to a
free noon performance at the 8th Street Market,
Place on Nov. 7.

Upcoming jazz and
classical concerts

The BSU Department of Music is presenting
several public performances at the end of
Ocober. All of the activities are free to BSU
students and paersonnel.
Two 20 piece jazz ensembles will present their
annual fall jazz concert on Friday, Oetober 28 a
8:15 p.m, in the SPEC. The groups, directed by
Michael L. Samball, will play big bar-d music
from the libraries of such artists as Buddy Rich,
Stan Kenton, and Count Basie.
Barry Swanson will present a lecture and
recital on Saturday, October 29 at 4 p.rn. as pal
of his master's thesis. The program will consist
of Handel's Chandos II, "In the Lord Put I Ml
Trust," and Chandos III, "Have Mercy Upon
Me, o God,"
,
The BSU orchestra will present an annual fal
concert on Tuesday, Nov. 1 at 8:15 p.m. in the
SPEC. The orchestra, conducted by Michael L
Samball, will play Mozart's "Symphony No.
31." The chamber string ensemble will perforr
Dvorak's "Serenade forStrings" and "Petite
Suite" by Claude Debussy .'
Tickets to the concerts are $4 for the general
public and $2 for senior citizens and non-BSU
students. The recital is free.
"'-~~T'-""'"
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,Artfaculty will
exhibit works
The BSUart
department will display
artwork by 21 'faculty members in the
Annual Faculty Art Exhibit, Oct. 31
through Nov. 22 in the BSU Museum of
Art. The museum is located on the first
,floor of the liberal arts building.
'The'members
will display at least one
piece each, making the exhibition a
'collection of all types of commercial and
fine arts.
, The. public . is invited to attend an
informal reception for the artists Friday,
Oct. 28, at 8 p.m. in the museum. Regular
museum hours are weekdays from 9 a.m. to
5 p.m.

rm

BSU will host a three-night political film
festival Nov. 4-6 at 7 p.m. in room 112 of the
education building.
Tickets for the Nov. 4 and 6 films are $2.50
for general admission and $1 for students,
senior citizens and BSU personnel. The four
films featured Nov. 5 are free of charge.
.
EI Salvador: Another Vietnam will be paired
with the docu-comedy Atomic Cafeto lead off
the series Friday, Nov. 4. Thedocumentary.
comparison of the Central American country to
Vietnambas been updated since the original
film was produced for PBS in 1981 to give the
latest view of the situation in EI Salvador.
The four films on Saturday, Nov. 5, will
begin with a documentary tracing the career of
Sen. Joseph McCarthy, in Charge and

re

Countercharge: A Film of theEra of Senator
Joe McCarthy. Marcel Marceau's Bip as a
Soldier, Controlling Interests: The World of
Multinational Corporations, and a

n,

documentary about the 1917Russian
Revolution, Art in Revolution, will complete
Saturday's offerings;
.
The Battle of Chile, a 3-hour Chilean
documentary, will close out the series Sunday,
Nov. 6. It details the events leading to the fall of
Salvador Allende during the early 1970s.
The Four Star Film Series is sponsored by the
Student Programs Board:

n.
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Gift bazaaraids
scholarship fund
The BSU Faculty Wives and Women
organization will sponsor the Gifts for all
Seasons Bazaar Nov. 3-5 in the SUB.
The Bazaar will be open in the Boisean
.Lounge Thursday and Friday from 8.a.m. to 8
p.m, and Saturday from 8 a.m. to noon. Sale
items will include quilts, afghans, wreaths,
pottery, Christmas ornaments, jewelry and
stuffed animals. Prices will range from.$1 to
$25.
.
The items for sale are sold on commission,
with proceeds benefitting the organization's
. scholarship fund.
Those interested in selling gifts at the bazaar
should contact Nancy Keppler at 343"()225 or
Helen Heales at 362-2339.
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by Brian Mason

The University News
Special effects dominate Brainstorm,
"Natalie Wood's last film, which currently is
playing at the 8th Street Marketplace;
In fact, the special effects created by
Douglas Trumball should have been listed
on the credits as a major character of the
film.
When you go to this film, get a seat in the
middle of the middle section. Being in such
a position greatly enhances many of the
visual treats Trumball has prepared.
Brainstorm stars Wood, Christopher
Walken, Cliff Robertson
and Louise
Fletcfier.
Fletcher plays a workaholic computer
fiend, who, with her co-worker, Walken,
invents a machine capable of recording the
sellsations;feelings and .fears or.a person
and storing them on 6-inch glossy tape -.The
tapes are capable of being played back to
someone who experiences everything exactly as was originally felt and feared.
Wood is Walken'ssoon-to-be
divorced
wife, working in the planning/design
branch of the same large' computer company, "XX Computers."
The brainstormer device, pared down
from the size of a refrigerator to that of
stereo headphones, is a great hit with
corporate executives, who travel with the
audience down a hydro-tube, through a
Formula I race, across a field on horseback, and so on, experiencing the emotion,
smells, and fears of the photographer.
Robertson,
overseer of the project,
predicts the misuse of the device, and sure
enough, some schmuck tapes and retapes
an orgasm until it is eight hours long.
Walken finds the guy who taped the
orgasm, drooling and catatonic, and starts
pressuring Robertson not to let the G-men
who are sniffing around Project Brainstorm use it for even worse experiences.
But the nuke-happy military bunch horns
in anyway, and eventually takes over
completely,
ousting Walken from the
company property.
.
The rest of the movie concerns itself with
I

ieral
ISU

!

Walken trying, a la the movie Wargames ,
to break into the company's main computer
to stop the mind-controVfear-transferral
tapes from being made and used.
I felt myself viewing the movie at three
levels.
.
First, the plot was interesting -at times,
but wound down a little.
Second, the effects in the movie were
breathtaking. The opening credits and first.
five minutes of the movie were punctuated
with the gasps of those around me.
Third, I kept reminding myself that. this
was Natalie Wood's last movie, and she still
commanded
enough respect from the
director that he used a "fog lens" when
filming her at times throughout the movie.
This film is rated PG, but parents should
be warned that Fletcher is little more than a
profanity machine and that there are two
frontal nudity scenes, as well as some
questionable themes, such as: all go ....ernment officials are crooks and liars; self is to
be valued above others; and so on.
With
only a slight
reservation,
mostly on the.basis of Wood's performance
and the special effects, I'm recommending
this film.
Those attending the film may be seeing in
the future more of Trumball's specialeffects technique, which he calls "Showscan."
Trumball plans to sell short animated
films that use the Showscan technique to
Show Biz Pizza Place franchises, building
80- to l00-seat theaters across the country if
test marketing
in' six large cities is
successful. Boise could be a prime target
for one of the theaters, since one of the
newest Show Biz Pizza Place franchises. is
located here.
.
Trumball says the films, in the style of
the "Dirk the Daring" video game, are
more realistic and "more three-dimensional
than conventional films.'
.

~
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Homecoming talent show tryouts

~

Applications now are being accepted for
those interested in participating in the
Great American Talent Show being held in
conjunction
with BSU's1983
Homecoming.
Individuals or groups of two or more
students, faculty or staff can pick up
applications at the Union Station in the
SUB. The deadline is Friday, Oct. 28.
Contestants will. be screened at 3p.lfi.
Monday, Oct. 31, in. the' SUB. Ballroom.
The talent show is set for 8 p.m. Thursday,
Nov. 3, in the SPEC.
.

~ ChuckBerryiscoming
~
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Chuck Berry, the reigning "fatherofrock
'n'
roll," will be thebeadline act for the Saturday ,
Nov. 5, BSU Homecoming. Berry will appear at
7:30 p.m. at the BSU Pavilion.
It will be a "rock 'n' roll" Homecoming,
capping what promises to be the biggest.game of
the year 1:tet,weenthe BSU Broncos and Idaho
State Bengals. ..
.
.
Tickets for Homecoming are $8.50. All seats
are reserved. Tickets go on sale Oct. 7 at all BSU
Pavilion outlets, including: the Pavilion box .
office, the SUB, the Bazaar (Hillcrest, Westgate
in Boise), D' Alessandros (Boise), and K-G
Men's Store (Nampa). .
...
.
To order your tickets by mail, send a.
cashier's checker money order O~y, With a $1

handling fee, to: Pavilionticket office, 1910
University Drive, Boise 83725. Foq:~hone
reservations (Master Card and Visa),call
385-1766. For further ticket information,call
385-3535.

Bob Rosenthal, account executive for
KROI and color analyst for BSU football
broadcasts, will be the master of cerem.onies.Mr.
and Ms. BSU will be'
announced at' that time.
Prizes for talent show winners will
include
$100 gift certificate
from
Bojangles, and a $150 gi(t certificate from
the County Seat. Other. firms donating
. prizes for the winners and Mr. and Ms.
BSU are Freeman's
Flowers,
Jack's
Flowers and Nendels.
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BSt1volleybalL .
The Boise State Volleyball team, coming
off two non-conference.victorieshlst
week,
will return to Mountain West Athletic
.Conference ,-action this weekend when they
will face Eastern Washington University
and the University of Idaho. Friday -night,
October 28 the Broncos will be in Cheney,
WA, to battle the EWU Eagles. The last
time they met, .aSU came away winning the
match 16-14, 15-9,6-15,15~13.
The win
gave the Broncos their first MWAC victory
of the season.
The spikers will then have to rebound to
take on the University of Idaho the
following night in Moscow. BSU defeated
U of I in the Pavilion earlier this season by
scores of 15-9, 15-12, 4-15, 15~12.
MW AC contests make up the remainder
of the 1983 schedule for the Broncos, who
. will return to their home court to challenge
Montana State, Portland State and Montana, on November 3, 5, 7. The Bronco
spikers lost matches to all three schools in
their first meetings, but will hope to use the
home court advantage when they meet in
the Pavilion. Following the three-game
home stand, Boise State will travel to
Weber State and Idaho State to round out
the regular season schedule.

.....
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Spo'rts & fitness

i

Th~ Broncowcn11i:n' pla~dfourthdUi()f
the five teams . competing at the ISU
.invitational. Weber State also took-first
place in the women's team and individual
categories, with Diana. Jones .leading the
way for the Wildcats. Jones' time of 18.28
in. the 5,000 meter run earned her a first
place finish. The Broncos, who last week at
.the pre-regional in Eden, UT., were unable
to. fill the required number of entrants,
entered six women in the ISU meet. Tresa
Wimmer came In.Izthplace with a time of
19:43 to finish first among the Broncos.
Theresa Ball ran the course in 20:19, which
was good for 18th place. Also running for'
Boise State were Wendy Wolfgram, Darla
Hasselquist, Mary Kay Brooks and Tarah
Gibson.
.
This week the Broncos will host the Boise .
State Invitational on October 29. It will be
the last meet of the season before the Big
SkyConf~rence meet in Ogden, Utah, on
November 12.

Last week,BSUdefeatedTr~ure
V9.l1ey
opponents College of Idaho and Northwest
Nazarene College, improving their record'
to 12-10 overall. The Broncos are 4-3 in
MWAC competition.
.

.Cross country
A second place team finish highlighted
the day for the BSU men's cross country
team, as they competed in the Idaho State
University Invitational meet. Seven schools
attended the meet at the Highland Golf
Course in Pocatello on October 22. Weber
State took top honors in both the team and
individual
categories.
Wildcat Junior
Farley Gerber set the pace, running the 5.5
mile course in 27:39.
Kent Newman, the top Bronco finisher in
the meet, ran a time of 29.04 which was
good for. eighth place. Sophomore .Mick
Knobel came in tenth place with a time of
.29.17. Other Bronco finishers included
sophomore Jack Winteroud, junior Martin
I Hinderer; sophomore Jeff Christensen and
freshman Derek Butler.

Soccer
The Boise State Soccer team earned a

.Boise
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We have just about
.everything to make
Halloween a .
little different
this year
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Gasmasks,.·
surplus,.
tank helmets,
camouflage
clothing,
Located on the corner of 9th
andR.iverSt. near SthStreet
Marketplace
631 S. 9th
Mon .-Sat. 9-6

Thur, 9~7

Fri.

9.8
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~BSU Homecoming'
i .
Mums
i
i
Can you picture yourself
swinging down a cliff? Or
shooting the rapids? Or.
;;$I'ossinga river using only
.
pe and your own two
nds? .
You'llhave a chance
\to.do all this and more in .
1il~~~~ld~~~e

<,

trai~inglike

<.~~n~e~fcl{'~~u'ltcl~~~ou'll
need as an Army officer.
'. Qualities like self..
.confidence ..Stamina- And-.
the ability to perform
under pressure.
If you'd like to find out
. more, make a date to see .
your Army ROTC Professor
of Military Science ..' .

-

I

Buva Muin for
Homecoming

for only $3.50
each.

.. All proceeds willgo
toWards providing

'.i

a

tra~k &. field press guide.

- '.

l
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Order a mum today ~
i
wear your Orange &'Blue i
to the Homecoming
Game on November5th!

I

S:~d;hi;~d;;&:h:;k··-I
payable to:BoiseStateUniversityi

clo Track& Field
Checkone: 1910 University
Driv
·1 . D I,B.o.ise,Idaho837~C:
't'J
O P ease elver
o Will pickupinfrontof Varsity Ctr.
Nov.5thafter12 noon

ARMY ROTC.

BEALLYOU CAN ~~ •
. Formoreinf9t-Inati6ri,
call 385·3500BeAllY ou
Can Be Leadership

~_f("«;,l:..lj~m~~_s.H!r.t~.Q~r.~
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Comics
11"HI~WEeK:

Classified

~v JOUN

"OATMeAl-"

WAL.RADT

01-1 1HAT WAS BR/L.L.IANT!!

-me

Motorcycle
Pete.

Helmet.

JL(~r KE:E:PIT lAP WITH
ol! 5ARCt6M ...OATMeAI.!

$25.00, 336-2945,

Part-Time
work,
Full-Time
payll
Student distributors wanted for selling and
distributing a nationally recognized food
line. Choose your' own working time and
-place. For more information call evenings .'

336-5675.

Learn to play the guitar. Private lessons
available. Call 375-798\.

The Real Puzzle"

Washout

by Doo Rubio

Valley Gym, 6505 Ustick, 322~7418.
Tired of overcrowding? Try Boise's finest
bodybuilding & free weight gym. Spectacular fall discount.

Oxydol, Dash and Ivory Snow I
that we've tossed into the !
washers at the right.
"
See if you can identify each i
~l~:~

Jobs overseas M/F (including Australia,
South Pacific, Europe, Africa, Alaska,
Cruise Ships, Airlines). All occupations.
Temporary and full time. $20,()()(j to
$60,000. Call now, 206-736-5103 Ext. 145.

The Real Puzzle'· SoluIion

The Tide is turning. And so '
are lbe All. Fab. Bold 3. Ajax.

on lbe lines provided

1

Countdown

I

For the record.

%_---3
_

:----6
7
8,

the pUe of

colDs lD Coat do .... coatalncd
seven allver dollan. four
bal.... eight quarten. eJght
n.Ickels aad U pesm1es - a
loulolllUt.

_

~
_
_

. FEMALE ROOMATE. Nice two bedroom house. Rent $150 plus liz utilities & I/I
deposit. Has fireplace. close to BSU. very
comfortable. Non-smoker preferred. Call
Diane 336-7504 or 385-0595. Keep trying.

..
I

I'

i

The first three persons to hring the
correct solution of the' real puzzle' to

Halloween Wigs For Rent. $5 - $15 plus
deposit. 375-1702.

.,

~

TiteJUfii~l~ew~

I

Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual and friends
discussion group meeting weekly. For more
information call 383-9601.
Earn $500 or more each school year.
Flexible hours. Monthly payments for
placing posters on campus. Bonus based on .
results. Prizes awarded as well. 800-526-

0883.

office [2nd f1oo.rSUoBJ w.iIl receive a
Bronco Rainier T-Shirt from
RAINIER BEER'
...: ~'~ ..'

"SXONCOS

~Weddings

AT~fl91~.
~~

1) Rocky Horror Picture Show
·2) A Boy and His Dog
3) Down ofthe Dead

~~

...

~~

343-3172

..
r-----·-·-·----------·--------·-----·-·-------,
,THERECORD_EXCHANGE
I
I
!

FRESH FROM THE
ORCHARD TO YOU

Pure ..cold·

APPLE CIDER
.

every Saturday
. (weather pennittinl)'

Cider truck at Bob's
Meat & beverage
Broadway &. Rossi

and D' Alessandro's

bring. your own jug & save

Robison Fruit Ranch
Sunny Slope
.Caldwell, Idaho
459 ..7987

Begin

•

.

.

.

1------------------------------------....;-------

TEACHING
OPPORTUNITIES
OVERSEAS! All fields, all levels. Graduating seniors are encouraged to apply now.
For details, please send a self-addressed,
stamped, long envelope to: FRIENDS OF
WORLD TEACHING,
P.O. Box 1049,
San Diego,CA 92112-1049.

GOLD MINE!! You are surrounded by
people who want and need sweaters like our
imported, hand-knitted, 100 percent wool
sweaters and jackets. You can sell them at
half the market price and make $20.00
each. Misty Taylor, 865 Oakhaven Dr.,
Roswell, Georgia 30075.

,.

.

.

.

EXTENIIVE IELECTION OF NEW AND U.EDaECO .... AND TAPUlaLANIt
TAPES,. 8000.
MAOAZINU, AND UCORD-CAU
•• ODUCTSI ALL AT Hila .. LAaOUT aECOaD IITORE

,

1105 W.IDABO

i
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DOWNTOWN BOISE 344-8010
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Grass or sidewalks-whichistll()re
It should be noted that the landscaping
people made an indentation in the lawns so
we would think it safe and venture into a
mud hole.
As we all know, life on the sidewalks,
If you decide to walk on the sidewalk,
alias life in the fast lane,. can bring on
there are several problems to consider.
dilemmas, heart attacks and nausea.
First, how does one "go -with the flow"
As . far as dilemmas go, there is the
without getting creamed? There are invisquestion of "to use or not to use." Of
ible traffic signs, seen only by seasoned
course, there are bad and good sides to each
sidewalkers,_thalhelp.Jbem get ar()!ll!d. It's
decision.
just like driving a car.
The problem with using sidewalks inThere are yield signs at V-shaped comers
stead of walking on the grass is a problem .
and
imprinted on the forehead of all
of getting to the place you want to go.
professors and VIPs. There is an invisible
The People who design sidewalks have
turning lane in the center so people can stop
never heard the maxim that the shortest
and wait for a break in the flow of traffic to
distance between two points is a straight
dash across to a building.
line .. Sidewalks· never present the shortest
And, of course, everyone stays on the
route and often dead-end at obstacles right side of the road. Freshmen usually
like buildings and highways. Sidewalk
have white knuckles clenched over their
designers lay them out in pretty patterns so
backpacks during the rush experience.
they look good in the inevitable aerial view
When walking with three or more friends
of the campus on the first page of the
(only three people can fit on the sidewalk),
catalog.
who gets left to walk behind the rest? It is
However, there are problems with not
usually the wimpiest or the fattest.
using sidewalks. First of all, this university
This brings up another problem. When
irrigates on the swamp system. The chances
two groups are walking in opposite ways,
of spending the day with soggy sock and
which bunch steps off the sidewalk? If the
muddy ankles often outweigh the time
groups are of opposite sexes, a true
saved by taking the shortest route through
gentleman's character has a chance to shine
the grass.
\
through.
Because the grass is high, one can never
If both are of thesame sex, it results in a
tell if there is water or exactly how deep it is
lot of confusion, with the wimpier people in
until one takes the plunge. Even so, it may
each group giving way for others of both
be only damp next to the sidewalk, but
groups to pass. Note: males tend to be more
pond-deep at the center.

dangerous?

by Edith Decker
The University News

PEACE·

CORPS

Special Work
For Special ~eople

violent during this transition.
Now that we've discussed the problems
of who takes to the grass and who doesn't,
let's Iook at why.
Freshmen and sophomores take to the
grass; while upper divisioners are cement
lovers. I've formulated several explanations
for this.
First of all, lower-division students ...,...the
_ ones with muddy socks - are never dressed
up. Therefore, they aren't worried about
their $80 leather shoes or their spiked high.
heels hitting rock under the sod.
The second, and possibly most believable
of the reasons, is that lower-division
students are too egocentric to follow the
crowd.

'~1/2'

Reason number three has to do with
revenge. Somewhere in every lower classman's past is a botany teacher who gave
him a bad grade or disagreed with his
long~thought-out
theory or picked his
boogers or something.
Lower classmen, therefore, walk on the
grass, knowing that they're getting out all
that frustration by killing a green, growing
thing. They also get a .certain sadistic
pleasure-in the process, 'sincy they never
liked.green things anyway.
A subtopic of life on the cement is the
bicycle problem.
Bikes are to pedestrians what lawnmowers are to dandelions. Nothing can scatter
innocent by-standers faster than the click of
a bike that isn't being peddled; The faster
the click, the quicker the sidewalk gets
cleared.
On the other hand, pedestrians are to
bikers what orange road pylons are to a
corvette. They represent an annoyance with
a potential for sport-target practice. -Also, there's nothing like a mass of
people on the sidewalk to enrage the
average biker.
Likewise, as a pedestrian, there's nothing
I'd like to see more than a biker try to
negotiate
a sudden turn around
the
fountain and not make it.
The best advice for you cementians and
non-cementians is to pray to the god of
locomotion for safe passage. If that doesn't
work - "may the Force bewith you."

Price Sale~

Halloween Costumes & Wigs
All Black & Orange Items
at
Second Time Around Thrift Shop
50P Vista

Oct 29..31st/lO ..4 Mon ..Sat
Sat Free pumpkin with $10.00 purchase

..

",

,;.

Peace Corps volunteers are
people pretty much like you. People with commitment and skills who
have assessed their lives and decided
they want to be of service to others
in a troubled world.
The problems our volunteers
deal with overseas aren't new. Such
as the cycle of poverty that traps one
generation after another because
they're too busy holding on to get
ahead. The debilitating effects of
malnutrition,
disease, and inadequate shelter. Education and skills
that are lacking, and the means to
get them too.
Your college training qualifies
you to handle more of these problems than you might think. Such as
teaching nutritionand
health practices; designing and building bridges
and irrigation systems; working on
reforestation
and fisheries pro-

grams; introducing better agricultural techniques;
advising small
businesses and establishing cooperatives; or teaching math and science
at the secondary level. .
The number of jobs to do is
nearly as great as the number of volunteers who have served since 196'1:
Nearly.90,OOO. More volunteers are
being chosen now for two-year
assignments beginning in the next
3-12 months in Africa, Asia, Latin
America, and the Pacific.
Our representatives
will be
pleased to discuss the opportunities
with you.

The Toughest
Job You'll
Ever Love

INFORMATION BOOTH:
FILM SEMINAR:
Tues., •Wed., Oct. 25.26.
Tues.; Oct. 25
SUB, 9:00a.m. ·4:00 p.m,:
3:30 p.m,
SCHEDULED INTERVIEWS: 'Teton Room, SUB
Thurs .• Fri'iOct~26·2-7
. ...
.
Career Planning &PlacemeritOfficej Admin Bldg.
Sign up in advance & bring your ... •. .
'
somplc::ted application to the interview.
.
'.,~
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Tired. of overcrowding,
try Boise's Finest
Bodybuildir:'g
& Free Weight Gym

GVM

While other brewers continue to
sell beer by the ounce, we sell it

Female

Male

BY

BOlse,IDAHo

SPECTACULAR FALL DISCOUNT

Reg. $7000
R~g.$l 2900

3 Mo - $5900
6 Mo $9900
HOURS

.

M.W.F. 6:30 - 9
Tue .• Thur. 9 - 9

Calloraskabouf
our non-prime

time rates

Sat.9·6
Closed Sun

GRAND HE-OPENING
At our new location
1032 Broadway-Next to Cobbv's

"Takes

THE

, 6505 Ustick
-Mt. View 'Center
322-7418

OUND
HAYDEN
BEVERAGE
ANNOUNCES,
THE HIDDEN

Offer expires November 3.
only 12·15 minutes to bake in your oven."

$1 DOLLAR' OFF - Purchase any large pizza
from us and bring in this ad. You'll get one dollar off an
already inexpensive pizza! .
PIZZA-PARTY ON us
_ While you're In. register for 4 large pizzas
and 4 2.Jltre bottles of Coke 10 be given away.
Reglsler before October 30. Must be. 18 years
or older to win. Drawing October 31st.

HAVE A HAUOWEEN

~

Ci\'•. JN
J,,".

r866 BOISE IOAHO AJ!O'"
.
,-"
~

Fmd the hIdden
R on the advertisement
The fir51, three per sons to correctly identify
the location of the "R" and bring it to The
Univer5ity New5 2nd floor SUB. will receive
free Bronco Rainier Tvshirt.
The "R" .5 not
on the label or in t1-,?~~onplace.

o

~COMPANY

POBOX
:.';¥'

• ~ ..._

CONTEST

LOOK FOR THE
HIDDEN 'R' WEEKLY

,2000i6 ....aeoo
.'

I
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Presents

.Panique
Julien Duvivier's psychological thriller is a
devastatingly effective job of visual
'
storytelling. Michel Simon is the stranger in
a Parris suburb who is framed for murder;
Viviane Romance and her lover, Paul
Bernard, are the ones who trap him.
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'of Chiropractic?

.Feature: FREE

.As-the need forspe.clall1;ed heallh care cqntlnUeS: to grow. 'Northwestern
College can help you enter a secureand satisfying career as a Doctor of .
Chiropractic..
.
' .: ' ,"'.
. .'<.'.
". '.' ,.' . , .'. '.' ..
Committed to high standards in educatlonandresearch.
Northwestern"
College of-Chiropractic olfersyou comprehensive chiropractic tralnlnqon
modern campus distinguished for. its eltcellentfacilities
and dedlc,ated
'teaching staff. ' .. ; :'.,'.
..' .... . .
"'If you :would Ulle:io,lInowhow Northwestern'COllege!>f Chiropractic can.
" '. help .you achieve yollri:lIreef goals. completetha Jorm below orcatt theadmlsslons·offlceCOlLECTat(612188B~777,;.
"
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send me ,hare Information ani·
'Northwestern 'Col/ege of Chiropractic
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SENDTO:Northwestem College 01 Chiropractic.
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Given. away every'day in. October at ..
. Add that extra witches' flair'

\1

,

'is:

to your Halloween Party with' the'
mystic effects of bubbling and

I":,.,

Party Time
With
Dry Ice

d
:·1

Dry Ice

HALLOWEEN

336·2695

Hours~Mon.,Frl.

:1

"Want to get reall~ Witchy"for

CalHor NearestDistributor

American Dry Ice Corp.
108 E. 38th

4

pQERP!PER(PI22l\e

vapor from ...
-Spook the "Spooks"

.t.
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8,5

501. 9,Noon

and don't know where to go for' costumes?
TIV US',on for size!
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\ Full Service Salon

by appointment

only
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Mon-Eri 7:30 - 5:30
Sat 7:30 -5:00

~

fifTH 'sTREeT
503 So. 5

th

Clothing

Corner of

5th

and Myrtle

We have wigs, glasses, hilts, shoes and old clothing' to make
up thllt prize winning costume for Halloween.' All theilltest
$lyles in used clothing plus "Vintage" clothing.

Placement Available
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• & 7VP.' It also stlrs WI
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artrters for dance fever.
• with the coo~ refresh.mgd . moderation-the
perfect p ,
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